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Mark Owens, Chief of Police
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Road Rage Shooting***Update***
Date:

December 7, 2017

From:

Sergeant Tim Heusterberg

Location:

1000 block of South Mt. Vernon, Colton CA

Suspect:

Alliyah Williams, 22 years of age, San Bernardino
Chastity Johnson, 24 years of age, Riverside

Case:

17-08120

Summary:
On December 6, 2017 at approximately 11:11 AM Colton Police Officers responded to a call of shots
fired at Cricket Wireless located in the 1000 block of South Mt. Vernon. While responding to the
location, officers were updated that the suspects were driving a white four door sedan and identified
as two black female adults. Officers arrived at the location and observed the glass window to the
business was shattered. Patrons and employee at the business were not harmed and the suspects
fled prior to police arriving on scene. The victim stated that this stemmed from a road rage incident
as they pulled into the shopping center. When the victim confronted the other driver in the parking lot,
that driver produced a semi-automatic handgun and shot in the victim’s direction.
Updated Information/Arrest of Suspects
Detectives from the Colton Police Department followed up on investigative leads related to the
shooting. On December 6, 2017 Detectives and Patrol Officers conducted surveillance for suspects
at a residence in the Highgrove area of Riverside County. During the surveillance two suspects were
later located and detained for questioning. A search warrant was served for the residence and related
vehicles. A firearm and other evidence were located linking the two detained suspects to the crime.
Both suspects were later arrested and booked into county jail. Williams was arrested for Assault with
a Deadly Weapon and Johnson was arrested as an Accessory.

The Colton Police Department Detective Division is handling the investigation. Anyone with any
information is encouraged to contact the Colton Police Department at 909 370-5000.
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